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The power of God displays, declares, reveals, the glory of God. Notice in verse 20 it mentions His eternal power. Whoever made this had to be in existence before it was made. This is eternal power. And whoever did it is obviously bigger than you and I. This is God's eternal power and we are held accountable for those two facts no matter what else we know about God's plan of salvation. The creation reveals a God of power. The heavens declare the glory of God. The second way in which we see God's power is actually in His presence. This is very fascinating to me. Turn to Exodus 40. Answer: The glory of God is the beauty of His spirit. It is not an aesthetic beauty or a material beauty, but it is the beauty that emanates from His character, from all that He is. James 1:10 calls on a rich man to “glory in his humiliation,” indicating a glory that does not mean riches or power or material beauty. This glory can crown man or fill the earth. It is seen within man and in the earth, but it is not of them; it is of God. The glory of man is the beauty of man’s spirit, which is fallible and eventually passes away, and is therefore humiliating—as the verse tells us. But the glory o... Any study of God's glory would be incomplete without a look at what the term glory actually means. Setting forth a precise definition of the word glory, however, is no easy task. Like many other theological concepts, God’s glory is a concept that we have an awareness of without necessarily being able to describe it in all its fullness. When we think of the glory of the Lord, the image of brilliant light often comes to our minds. That is certainly appropriate, as Scripture often describes the glory of God in terms of a light that shines brighter than anything that we experience on earth. The Glory of God. 45 likes · 46 talking about this. Religious organisation. See more of The Glory of God on Facebook. Log In. or. Create New Account. See more of The Glory of God on Facebook. Log In. Forgotten account? God's Glory Revealed Awe God, Glory Of. "If you are not careful to observe all the words of this law which are written in this book, to fear this honored and awesome name, the Lord your God, Nehemiah 9:5. Verse Concepts. But being full of the Holy Spirit, he gazed intently into heaven and saw the glory of God, and Jesus standing at the right hand of God; Deuteronomy 5:24. Verse Concepts. greatness Living Despite God's Presence. God, Glory Of God Appearing In Fire. You said, 'Behold, the Lord our God has shown us His glory and His greatness, and we have heard His voice from the midst of the fire; we have seen today that God speaks with man, yet he lives. Psalm 102:16. Verse Concepts. Rebuilding Jerusalem rebuilding. zion.